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S U M M A R Y
The Kamchatka Peninsula lies over a vigorous subduction zone where Pacific and North
American plates converge at a rate of almost 80 mm yr−1. Earthquakes associated with the
subduction process provide an excellent source of seismic data for the study of anisotropic
properties of the upper mantle and crust overlying the downgoing lithospheric slab. We collected
a large set of shear waves from events within the slab recorded by a variety of seismic stations
in Kamchatka. Data from permanent and temporary networks cover the entire ∼700 km length
of the subduction zone, with 50–200 km spacing between observing sites, resulting in an
unprecedented coverage of the supraslab mantle wedge. We estimated shear wave splitting
in selected S waves using two techniques and applied quality tests to ensure measurement
stability. Fast directions vary from station to station, and they can vary with backazimuth
at individual stations and with direction of propagation for individual sources. In over 350
measurements we recovered meaningful splitting delays, up to 1 s, with most delays in the
0.2–0.6 s range. Additionally, in nearly 200 measurements splitting could not be resolved,
yielding ‘NULL’ observations. Anisotropic properties of the Kamchatka supraslab mantle
wedge vary greatly along the volcanic arc and forearc of the subduction zone. Observed
anisotropic indicators in the arc and forearc correlate spatially with some tectonic features
(e.g. volcanoes). Inland of the volcanic arc most splitting values indicate trench-parallel fast
polarization. We do not observe depth dependence in local S-wave splitting delays, consistent
with a shallow coherence of anisotropic texture. In the vicinity of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
observed anisotropic indicators are coherently trench-normal, and thus consistent with 2-D
corner flow. However, splitting above the fragmented slab edge near the Klyuchevskoy volcanic
centre is variable and trench-oblique. Birefringence between Petropavlovsk and Klyuchevskoy
is weak. Overall, our observations are incompatible with a regional slab-driven corner flow
regime.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

Processes within the region of the upper mantle ‘wedged’ between
the overriding and the subducting plates at a convergent margin
control one of the most significant ‘products’ of the plate tecton-
ics engine, volcanic arcs, and strongly influence the accretion of
continents.

The supraslab mantle wedge is a site of relatively small-scale
flow of mantle material. Wedge flow is controlled by the rate, an-
gle and direction of slab descent, the shape of the subducting slab
and the nature and behaviour of the overriding plate. The simplest
geodynamic model for the mantle wedge is 2-D corner flow driven by
shear coupling to the downgoing plate (Ida 1983). Two-dimensional

corner flow is typically prescribed by petrologists to constrain the
likely scenarios for metamorphism, volatile release and partial melt-
ing in the subduction zone (e.g. Peacock & Wang 1999; Stern 2002).
An upper mantle wedge at a convergent margin that deforms in cor-
ner flow should develop a trench-normal olivine lattice preferred
orientation (LPO) texture detectable by seismic anisotropy studies.
Numerical modelling confirms this for trench-normal subduction,
a flat slab and an ‘oceanic’ (i.e. thin) overriding plate (e.g. Fischer
et al. 2000).

Despite the expectations of subduction models, most studies
of seismic anisotropy within supraslab wedges do not conform
to a simple 2-D corner flow regime. Deviations of the fast wave
speed direction from the convergence direction and rapid lateral
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variation in indicators appear to be the norm (Ando et al. 1983;
Yang et al. 1995; Margheriti et al. 1996, 2003; Fischer et al. 1998;
Weimer et al. 1999; Peyton et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2001). Loca-
tions where fast polarizations are aligned with the direction of slab
descent are known (e.g. Izu-Bonin region, Fouch & Fischer 1996),
and are not limited to cases where subduction is near-normal to
the trench (e.g. central Aleutians, Bender et al. 2004). In our sur-
vey of the literature such findings appear to be exceptional rather
than normal. Such deviations may signify complexities of mantle
flow that can develop within a simple regime, such as explored
numerically by Hall et al. (2000), and empirically by Buttles &
Olson (1998). They may also manifest complications in causes of
seismic anisotropy, such as the influence of water on olivine de-
formation (Jung & Karato 2001) or effects of dynamic recrystal-
lization (Kaminski & Ribe 2001). Discriminating between various
possibilities is difficult for studies that are limited in lateral (along-
arc) extent, either due to scarce dry land suitable for collecting
data or to logistical constraints on deployment of ocean-bottom
sensors.

In this paper we present a systematic mapping of S-wave bire-
fringence from earthquakes that originate in the downgoing slab
and are recorded at the surface of the overriding plate. The study
covers the entire length (∼700 km) of the Kamchatka subduction
zone and most of the width of the subducted slab at depth. It makes
use of data collected between 1996 and 2001 by a combination of
permanent and portable equipment. We devote special attention to
the reliability of birefringence estimates, using multiple estimation
algorithms and a hierarchical ranking scheme based on the degree of
agreement between them. The availability of a reviewed catalogue
for local seismic activity provides additional confidence in relat-
ing individual observations to specific volumes of the subsurface
mantle.

Our main finding is that anisotropic properties of the Kamchatka
supraslab mantle wedge vary greatly along the subduction zone,
and that they also show systematic changes as a function of distance
from the trench. We document strong spatial and directional vari-
ations of observed anisotropic indicators and present examples of
apparent correlations between anisotropic properties and elements
of tectonic framework (volcanoes, configuration of the slab). Over-
all, our observations do not conform to the expectations of a simple
slab-driven corner flow model. Near Petropavlovsk we find a spa-
tially localized region with linear dimensions under 100 km where
2-D corner flow would explain the data well.

R E G I O N A L S E T T I N G

The Kamchatka Peninsula overlies a subduction zone where
Pacific and North American plates converge at a rate of almost
80 mm yr−1. The convergence direction is very close to trench-
normal (Fig. 1). Abundant seismicity associated with the subduc-
tion process provides an excellent source of data for the study of
anisotropic properties in the upper mantle and crust overlying the
downgoing lithospheric slab. Gorbatov et al. (1997) relocated mi-
croseismicity beneath Kamchatka to show that the seismogenic zone
dips ∼55◦ from the horizontal along most of the Kamchatka Penin-
sula, except for the northernmost section where the dip abruptly
changes to ∼35◦. They also showed that the depth extent of the
seismogenic zone decreases northwards. In the Kuriles (south of
Kamchatka) seismic activity in this subduction zone extends into
the mantle transition zone (depths >400 km). The deepest seismic-
ity shallows to 200 km at the junction between Kamchatka and the

Aleutian Arc. Along the Kamchatka subduction zone the seismic-
ity is restricted to the volume characterized by high seismic velocity
seen in tomographic images (Levin et al. 2002a) suggesting a whole-
sale disruption of the side edge of the Pacific Slab. Indicators of
seismic anisotropy sensitive to upper mantle depths (100–300 km)
argue for a major reorientation in mantle fabric near the northern
termination of the Pacific Slab (Park et al. 2002). These observations
were used to infer trench-parallel flow beneath the subducting slab
(Peyton et al. 2001), with likely lateral flow through the opening
where the northern corner of the subducted lithosphere is missing
(Levin et al. 2002a).

The active volcanic front of Kamchatka follows the 100 km depth
contour of the subducting slab, stepping further inland where the slab
shallows (Fig. 1). The crust of Kamchatka has continental thickness
(∼35 km) and seismic velocities well short of 7 km s−1 (Levin
et al. 2002b). Both body-wave and surface-wave studies indicate
that the upper mantle beneath southeastern Kamchatka is unusu-
ally slow (Fedotov & Slavina 1968; Gorbatov et al. 1999; Shapiro
et al. 2000), consistent with a magmatic source region. Ps converted
phases from teleseismic P suggests that strong seismic anisotropy
(up to 10 per cent) is associated with the crust–mantle transition re-
gion (Levin et al. 2002b). The orientation of anisotropic fabric varies
throughout the peninsula. At the eastern coast the backazimuth vari-
ation of teleseismic receiver functions is consistent with a fast wave
speed direction normal to the trench (Levin et al. 2002b), but re-
ceiver function data at several inland sites favour a more trench-
parallel fast wave speed orientation. Previous studies of local shear
wave birefringence in Kamchatka (Krasnova & Chesnokov 1998;
Luneva et al. 2000) use data collected mainly around the city of
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (PET in Fig. 1), and so are spatially
limited. Both previous studies sought to detect temporal variations
in birefringence parameters, and do not interpret the spatial distri-
bution of birefringence in detail. A broad range of fast shear wave
orientations is reported in both studies.

On a larger scale, Kaneshima & Silver (1992) and Fischer &
Yang (1994) examined source-side anisotropy using birefringence
of a small number of S waves that left the Kamchatka subduction
zone towards stations in North America. The reported directions of
fast shear wave speed differ significantly between these two studies,
even for the same event–station pairs. Kaneshima & Silver (1992)
reported a trench-normal fast direction in splitting from two events.
Fischer & Yang (1994) reported trench-parallel alignment of fast
wave speed for most events. A study of teleseismic shear wave
splitting observed at stations within Kamchatka itself (Peyton et al.
2001) showed that stations underlain by the Pacific Slab display
coherent birefringence parameters, with fast shear wave speed par-
allel to the trench. Trench-normal orientation was detected beyond
the edge of the slab. Using a small set of measurements on direct
S waves that showed birefringence inconsistent with that of SKS
waves, Peyton et al. (2001) proposed mantle deformation under-
neath the slab as the source of the trench-parallel fast shear wave
direction in teleseismic SKS, and suggested that other fast orien-
tations reflected flow around the slab edge. In the Discussion we
test this view in light of our more numerous direct S birefringence
data.

M E T H O D O L O G Y

An anisotropic medium causes seismic shear waves to split into
fast and slow polarizations that tend to align with the symmetry
axes of the stress–strain tensor (Crampin 1977), if such symmetry is
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Figure 1. (Left) The geometry of the Kamchatka subduction zone. Grey lines, annotated in km, indicate the top of the slab (after Gorbatov et al. 1997). A
large open arrow shows the direction of motion of the Pacific Plate. Earthquakes used in this study are shown by open (depth less then 100 km) and closed
(depth over 100 km) circles. Open diamonds denote active volcanoes. An inset locates the Kamchatka Peninsula within the northern Pacific region. (Right)
Short-period stations operated by the Kamchatka Experimental-Methodical Seismological Department are shown by solid triangles, temporary observatories
of the 1998–1999 broadband deployment are shown by small open triangles, the Global Seismographic Network site PET is shown by a large open triangle.
Stations mentioned in the text are labelled with three-letter codes. Letters mark geographical features: KR, Kronotsky Peninsula; KY, Klyuchevskoy volcanic
group. Rectangles denote areas enlarged in Fig. 9 (A) and Figs 4 and 5 (B and C, respectively). A toothed line marks the location of the Kamchatka trench.

present. The time difference between the fast and slow polarizations
of the split shear wave accumulate with propagation through an
anisotropic medium, depending on ray path length, the intensity
of anisotropy and the relative geometry of anisotropy and the ray
path. The polarization of fast and slow components of the S wave
is a function of the material properties and the direction of wave
propagation through the material.

In a subduction zone, S waves from events in the slab may be
recorded by stations immediately above them, and offer excep-
tional lateral resolution of birefringence properties. Upon arrival
at the receiver, such S waves carry an integrated signal from the
slab, the mantle wedge and the crust. The contributions of vari-
ous depth regions may be separated if events are observed from
a range of depths, and also with the help of external information
(e.g. receiver functions, cf. Levin et al. 2002b). Lateral variabil-
ity may be probed with rays that sample distinct volumes of rock,
and also with rays that sample similar rock volumes in different
directions.

Data selection

We collected a large (∼700 source–receiver pairs) set of shear waves
from events within the subducting slab recorded by a variety of
seismic stations in Kamchatka. Data sources included the permanent
broad-band seismic observatory PET in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky,

a regional network of digital short-period seismic stations and a
temporary network of broad-band seismic observatories operated
in Kamchatka during 1998–1999 (Fig. 1). We mitigated differences
in sensor performance by imposing similar bandpass filters on all
data. In addition, data from short-period sensors were corrected for
the instrument response prior to filtering. A typical bandpass used
was 0.5–2 Hz, although some data recorded by broad-band stations
allowed a lower bandpass (0.1 to 1 Hz).

The catalogue of seismicity compiled by the Kamchatkan
Experimental-Methodical Seismological Department (EMSD here-
after, see http://www.emsd.iks.ru) was used as a basis for selecting
events for the study. Selection criteria included event size, depth and
distance from the station, and the quality of the hypocentral location.
For long-running stations (the GSN node PET and stations of the
regional short-period network) we used events larger than energy
class 9 (as defined by EMSD) in a time interval from 1996 to 2001.
For stations of the temporary broad-band deployment in 1998–1999
(see Fig. 1) we searched all entries in the catalogue. We used wave-
forms that arrived at the surface with an incidence angle of less than
35◦, and originated from hypocentres deeper than 35 km (i.e. beneath
the crust, cf. Levin et al. 2002b) and located to within 10 km, both
in depth and laterally. Further selection of records for the analysis
was performed on the basis of visual assessment of signal-to-noise
level and waveform clarity. Fig. 2 presents examples of observed
seismograms, some with obvious birefringence and others with an
equally obvious lack of it.
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Figure 2. Examples of observed waveforms, from broadband and short-period sensors. (Top) Two examples of S waves with rectilinear particle motion. Upper
plots show enlarged waveforms between vertical bars on the lower plot. Note the nearly exact coincidence of peaks and troughs on both horizontal components.
Horizontal axes are in seconds. (Bottom) Three examples of naturally rotated S waves, with clear birefringence. Delays between fast and slow components of
the S wave are as large as 1 s.

Data analysis

Our analysis methodology assumes that each observation represents
shear wave propagation through a medium with constant anisotropic
properties. Consequently, shear waves are assumed to be initially po-
larized in a single plane, and having been ‘split’ only once. Under

these assumptions it is possible to describe the effect of anisotropy
by a combination of a single fast polarization azimuth (φ) and
a single delay (�t) between the fast and the slow components.
This last point is critical, since propagation of shear waves through
multiple regions of seismic anisotropy leads to a cumulative bire-
fringence of particle motion which can be described by a single pair
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Figure 3. A diagram comparing splitting values determined for each observation by two different techniques. Differences in values of φ and �t are used to
assign quality (BEST or FAIR), to define NULL observations, and to exclude some observations (symbols outside the boxes). See text for details.

of φ and �t only in an ‘effective’ manner (Silver & Savage 1994;
Rumpker & Silver 1998; Levin et al. 1999; Saltzer et al. 2000).The
latter scenario is quite plausible in a subduction zone, and thus our
measurement values are not necessarily representative of any one
anisotropic system. Rather they must be examined in the context of
specific ray propagation geometry. Thus, it is not surprising for the
same volume sampled in different directions to yield effective split-
ting parameters that disagree. We note that a similarity of splitting
values (at least in terms of the fast direction) for different ray paths
within the same volume would suggest a single source of splitting
within the volume. In such cases we can treat observed values of
birefringence as representative of the true anisotropy-inducing fab-
ric. This reasoning informs our choice (in subsequent sections) of
referencing individual observations to the midpoint of a ray con-
necting a source and a receiver, rather then to either specific sources
or specific receivers.

We use two different techniques to estimate shear wave splitting
in each analysed S phase. The first method rotates the horizontal
components to yield waveforms on the two components that are
most similar, and then estimates the delay between them via cross-
correlation (e.g. Ando et al. 1983; Bowman & Ando 1984; Levin
et al. 1999). The second method seeks a combination of a rota-
tion and a delay which, once it is used to correct for the effect
of anisotropy, would minimize one of the components of motion
(Vinnik et al. 1984; Silver & Chan 1991). Using two measurement
algorithms together mitigates against technique-specific biases in
the analysis of noisy data (e.g. Menke & Levin 2003; Levin & Okaya
2003). Observations yielding low values of cross-correlation were
also checked for dependence on small changes in bandpass filter pa-
rameters. Most data records were from short-period instruments, so
we did not attempt to resolve the dependence of birefringence on the
passband. Rather, we excluded observations with strong frequency
dependence from further analysis. Our final data set includes 619
individual observations from source–receiver pairs.

We use values of φ and �t determined by the two splitting esti-
mators to rank the quality of observed birefringence parameters, a
follows: BEST measurements yield values of φ that agree to within

15◦ and values of �t that agree to within 0.15 s; FAIR measure-
ments yield values of φ that agree to within 30◦ and values of �t
that agree to within 0.3 s. NULL measurements (i.e. no resolv-
able splitting) are defined by: (1) both measurement techniques
yield �t < 0.05 s; or (2) one method yields �t < 0.1 s, while
the other method yields �t > 0.5 s, and there is a large (>35◦)
disparity in values of φ. The second criterion is based on our ex-
perience with both synthetic and real split shear waves. For cases
of low signal to noise ratio, Menke & Levin (2003) shows that the
cross-correlation method tends towards smaller delays, while the
technique based on energy minimization on one component favours
the maximum delay allowed in a search. A similar effect is seen
in synthetic seismograms in complex anisotropic structures (Levin
& Okaya 2003). Measurements that do not fit in the above three
categories (66 observation in total) are not used further. Overall,
the selection process described above yields 303 measurements of
BEST quality, 59 measurements of FAIR quality and 191 NULL
measurements. Comparing lateral and depth distributions of events
that were included in the final selection, and those 66 that were
excluded, we find nothing special about the latter set. The high dis-
crepancy in values of splitting parameters that leads to the exclusion
of these observations may stem from higher noise levels in individual
records or else reflect the source complexity of specific events. Fig. 3
shows the distribution of φ and �t misfits between two measurement
methods, and illustrates definitions of quality classes (BEST, FAIR,
NULL).

The above ranking scheme used splitting parameters returned by
two measurement algorithms, and did not take into account the er-
ror in those values. As described in more detail in the Appendix,
we found the formal error of the measurements to be a poor pre-
dictor of whether a particular observation will fall into one of the
three categories above. We believe that the bounds used for rank-
ing provide a better estimate of the uncertainty in observations.
We estimate the BEST measurements errors to be one-half of re-
spective bounds, that is, 0.075 s for the delay and 7.5◦ for the fast
direction. For FAIR observations these values are 0.15 s and 15◦

respectively.
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R E S U LT S

Overview

Figs 4 and 5 show a synoptic view of shear wave splitting mea-
surements above the Kamchatka subduction zone. To clarify the
affinity of individual measurements, we plot them using the fol-
lowing procedure. Each pair of φ and �t values that represents an
individual measurement is depicted by a bar, scaled with delay and
aligned with the fast direction. The spatial position of each bar is
determined from the depth and location of the source. We assume
propagation along a straight ray and determine the horizontal po-
sition of the ray’s midpoint, to which we assign the measurement.
In plotting individual measurements, we colour them according to
the depth of the midpoint. This way we get a first-order sorting of
measurements in accordance with the volumes they sample.

Taken together, our measurements display a remarkable diversity
of φ–�t combinations. Encouragingly, there are some regions of
conspicuous similarity in measurements. They reaffirm the notion
that distinct anisotropic indicators represent properties of specific
regions in the Earth. Also, they allow us to examine relationships
between anisotropic indicators and tectonic features.

Pattern of averaged splitting indicators

Most of our observations, when projected to midpoints of their re-
spective rays, fall between depths of 50 and 100 km (Fig. 6), making
this depth interval the best sampled. Fig. 7 shows results of aver-
aging all BEST measurements that fell within this depth range. We
use a lateral window 0.5◦ wide, with 50 per cent overlap, and plot
resulting values for all lateral bins that enclosed four or more mea-
surements. The averaging scheme treats splitting observations as
vectors within the (φ, �t) plane, and averages values according
to the ‘length’ of individual pairs. Averaged anisotropic parame-
ters identify regions of coherent orientation with greater clarity.
Spot-checks confirm that averaged orientations are consistent from
maps of raw measurements (Figs 4 and 5).

We have dense observations of shear-wave splitting in two regions
along the volcanic front of Kamchatka: in the vicinity of the city of
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky and between the Kronotsky Peninsula
and the Klyuchevskoy group of volcanoes. The gap between these
two groups of averaged indicators is largely due to the paucity of
observations. It is notable, however, that measurements here (Fig. 5)
display weak splitting, or else were designated as ‘NULL’, i.e. no
resolvable signal could be extracted.

Within the southern cluster of averaged indicators (52◦–53.5◦N)
many fast directions align in the trench-normal direction beneath
the volcanic arc, and appear to be trench-parallel further inland. The
pattern is broken up wherever volcanoes are present, especially in
the northernmost part of the cluster, where many splitting direc-
tions are oblique to the trench, and display NNW orientation. Also
notable are inland bins where splitting has fast polarization that is
consistently trench-parallel.

Within the northern cluster (54.5◦–56◦N) two fast directions
are prevalent, both oblique to the orientation of the trench. At
the coast and beneath the Klyuchevskoy group of volcanoes, fast
directions trend northwards (±15◦), while a region in the cen-
tre of the cluster shows some bins with a coherent northeast fast
direction.

A notable feature of the averaged splitting map is the modest size
of the splitting delay, 0.5 s and less. The averages are consistent
with the distribution of splitting values in the raw data set (Fig. 8).

The average ray length (100–200 km) and a delay of 0.5 s implies
between 1 and 3 per cent average anisotropy along the ray. This
inference is confirmed if a ratio of delay to ray length is taken for
all observations. Values of this ratio do not exceed 6 × 10−3 s km−1

(seconds of delay per kilometre of ray path). For mean Vs = 4.4 km
s−1 this translates to into ray-averaged anisotropy under 3 per cent.

Small-scale structure

Data from the long-running seismic observatory PET combines data
streams from the broad-band sensor that is part of the Global Seis-
mic Network and the short-period sensor operated by the EMSD.
We found no systematic differences between measurements in data
from the two sensors. PET data exhibit a correlation between ob-
served shear wave splitting measurements and features of the lo-
cal tectonics (Fig. 9). There is a marked change in splitting values
and orientations between the area to the southwest of the station
(marked by a solid circle) and the area to the northeast of it. Within
the southwest area most observations yield relatively large values
of splitting, with fast directions close to trench-normal alignment.
Most observations that sample this area are ranked BEST. Within
the northeast area, splitting values are generally smaller (with a
few notable exceptions), there are numerous FAIR observations
and a sizeable fraction of NULL observations. The most obvious
distinction between the two areas sampled by seismic waves is
the presence of a major volcanic centre to the north of PET. Two
active volcanoes within this centre are marked by diamonds in
Fig. 9.

No depth dependence in delay magnitude

Reports of depth dependence of seismic anisotropy intensity in the
supraslab mantle of subduction zones are common (Yang et al. 1995;
Fouch & Fischer 1996; Audoine et al. 2000). Figs 10 and 11 present
lateral and depth distributions of splitting observed for a few stations
on the eastern coast of Kamchatka. Because of their proximity to the
trench, these sites have both large numbers of observations (smaller
earthquakes are visible clearly) and a broad spread of depths. We
do not see a clear dependence of the splitting value (�t) on depth
(see Fig. 12), and NULL measurements also appear to be evenly
distributed over the depth interval sampled.

D I S C U S S I O N

Lacking direct measurements, we must infer mantle flow in the
subduction zone mantle wedge from proxy geophysical observa-
tions. Of particular interest are seismological observations that may
be interpreted in terms of elastic anisotropy. Upper-mantle seismic
anisotropy is thought mainly to be caused by systematic alignment
of the LPO of strained olivine crystals, and is thus related to mantle
deformation processes (see reviews by Silver 1996; Savage 1999;
Park & Levin 2002). In dry upper mantle peridotite a fast direc-
tion develops from the alignment of the a axes of olivine crystals
(Christensen 1984; Ben-Ismail & Mainprice 1998). The orientation
of this crystallographic axis reflects, to first order, the direction of
solid flow in the material (Zhang & Karato 1995; Kaminski & Ribe
2001). In the supraslab mantle wedge, seismic anisotropy may re-
flect other mechanisms as well, in particular the presence of melt
distributed throughout the volume (Holtzman et al. 2003), or else
present in the form of pockets and networks (Aharonov et al. 1995;
Korenaga & Kelemen 1998). It may also be sensitive to the presence
of water (Jung & Karato 2001).
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Figure 6. Depth distribution of ray midpoints for observations used in this
study.

Furthermore, S waves ascending through the subduction zone accu-
mulate an anisotropic signal from the slab, the mantle wedge and the
crust. As a result, observed quantities (φ and �t) become complex
functions of the wave propagation direction, the original polariza-
tion of S waves and the structure the wave has sampled (Rumpker
& Silver 1998; Saltzer et al. 2000).

Birefringent S waves observed in Kamchatka offer a dramatic il-
lustration of the above complexity. We see clear birefringence, and
can recover fast directions (φ) and delay values (�t) for a large num-
ber of observations. However, on a scale of the entire subduction
zone it is hard to categorize observed patterns in broad terms of a
single simple model, such as 2-D corner flow or uniform trench-
parallel flow. Rather, anisotropic indicators appear coherent in rela-
tively compact areas beneath Kamchatka. We also find areas where
individual anisotropic indicators display great scatter, and at least
one area (south of the Kronotsky Peninsula) where most anisotropic
indicators are NULL or else show very small �t values.
The significant lateral variability in seismic anisotropy indicators in
the Kamchatka data set is important. Most shear-wave splitting stud-
ies in oceanic subduction zones suffer from sparse data, either due
to limitations of siting seismometers on oceanic islands or else due
to limitations on the time of operation of ocean-bottom sensors. If
the variability of properties beneath Kamchatka is common among
subduction zones, great caution should be exercised in interpreting
results of space- and time-limited studies. In a similar vein, our find-
ing that splitting parameters in local S waves suffer from technique-
specific bias points to the danger of over-interpreting sparse indi-
vidual observations of birefringence. The cross-verification scheme
adopted in this paper offers us extra confidence in the values that are

157°

158°

159°

52°

53°

54°

55°

56°

0.5 sec

N

Kamchatka River

Figure 7. Averaged shear wave splitting measurements projected to mid-
points along their respective rays. All observations that project to the depth
between 50 and 100 km are averaged in spatial bins 0.5◦ wide, with 50 per
cent overlap between bins. Bins with four or more observations are plotted.
Bars representing splitting measurements are aligned with the fast direction,
scaled with delay, and registered to the centre of the bin. Crosses denote bins
where averaged delay fell below 0.1 s. An open arrow shows subduction di-
rection of the Pacific Plate. A compass sign (shaded to the south) is included
for reference.

independent of technique, and also protects us from anxiety about
outliers in data.

One other methodological issue essential for studies of shear wave
splitting in local S waves is the meaning of the NULL measure-
ments. In this paper we adopted a practical definition of a NULL,
based not just on the size of the delay but also on the discrepancy be-
tween two techniques (Fig. 3). A recent survey of the performance
of the shear wave splitting techniques by Menke & Levin (2003)
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Figure 8. Distribution of delay values in the Kamchatka local S birefrin-
gence data set.

informed our definition. In the Kamchatka data set nearly a third of
the observations yielded NULL measurements. Unlike the teleseis-
mic SKS phase which is naturally polarized in the radial plane, a
direct S wave has an initial polarization that depends on the source
mechanism of the earthquake. There is no source mechanism in-
formation for the small earthquakes beneath Kamchatka that we
use in this study. Consequently, the physical meaning of NULL
measurements in our data is less straightforward than in studies of
teleseismic core-refracted phases. In addition to the null hypothesis
of no anisotropy, and the case where the ray direction coincides with
one of the anisotropic symmetry axes, we must consider cases where
the initial polarization of the S wave lies in the plane of one of the

158°00' 158°30' 159°00' 159°30'

52°30'

53°00'

1 second

Figure 9. Shear wave splitting observations for station PET (solid circle). Individual observations are mapped at horizontal projections of midpoints along
rays connecting earthquakes and stations. Bars are oriented along the fast direction, and are scaled with the value of the delay. An open bar in the upper left
corner of the plot is equivalent to a 1 s delay. Crosses denote NULL measurements. Observations for which midpoints of rays are above 30 km depth are shaded,
those with deeper midpoints are solid. Open diamonds show locations of active volcanoes. A large open arrow shows the subduction direction of the Pacific
Plate.

symmetry axes. There is also a possibility that two (or more) distinct
anisotropic regions were sampled, and have yielded a mutual cancel-
lation of birefringence (Saltzer et al. 2000; Menke & Levin 2003). In
view of this uncertainty we did not incorporate NULL observations
while deriving averaged values of birefringence (Fig. 7).

With all the caveats discussed above, we can examine the pat-
tern of seismic anisotropy indicators and compare it with expected
behaviours, and with previous findings for the region. Comparing
the present study to Krasnova & Chesnokov (1998) and Luneva
et al. (2000), all studies report considerable scatter in the appar-
ent fast polarizations of local S waves. Both previous studies report
a preference for an east–west fast direction at the station PET, but
also a scattering of other alignments. Comparing these findings with
ours (Fig. 9) we note that both east–west and north–south fast di-
rections are present in the data set observed at PET, primarily for
hypocentres east of the station. Notably, most hypocentres south-
west of PET yield a different (northwest–southeast) fast direction
that is close to trench-normal. A plot in Krasnova & Chesnokov
(1998) (their Fig. 1) also shows that two sites nearest to the trench
have many observations with nearly north–south fast polarizations,
compatible with our findings (Fig. 9). The primary difference be-
tween our study and the two previous ones stems from assumptions
about the mechanism of anisotropy. While we emphasize LPO in
mantle rocks, both Krasnova & Chesnokov (1998) and Luneva et al.
(2000) assume that anisotropy in the crust reflects crack systemat-
ics. They ascribe differences in directions of fast shear wave speed
to dynamic changes in the state of the crustal rock mass, and relate
it to preparatory cycles of regional earthquakes. No consideration
is given in either of these studies to the dependence of splitting
measurements on the backazimuth of the incoming shear wave, so
the interpretation of time-variable splitting is ambiguous. Backaz-
imuthal variation related to seismicity distribution in space offers an
alternative explanation for (apparent) temporal changes in splitting
values observed at individual stations. Our work on teleseismic Ps
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Figure 10. Shear wave splitting observations at a number of sites with large ranges of observed source depths. Symbols are as in Fig. 9. An open bar between
panels for stations MKZ and SPN is equivalent to a delay of 1 s.

phases with receiver functions (Levin et al. 2002b) demonstrated
the need for anisotropy in the mantle beneath Kamchatka.

A study of teleseismic Ps body waves (Levin et al. 2002b) yielded
evidence for anisotropic fabric beneath Kamchatka, especially in the
depth range of the crust–mantle transition (30–50 km). Unlike bire-
fringent S waves, P-SH mode-converted phases are sensitive to the
location of strong gradients in anisotropic properties, and can be
used to constrain depth. As discussed in Levin et al. (2002b), the
interpretation of receiver functions in terms of actual anisotropic
material at depth is often contingent on assumptions about the sym-
metry and the sense of the axis (fast or slow). Along the eastern
coast of Kamchatka, that study also reported trench-normal fast di-
rections of shear wave speed, while in the interior fast directions
varied. In all cases the depth region where anisotropy was required
in models did not extend below 70 km.

At face value, the lack of depth dependence in shear wave splitting
delays (Fig. 12) would support the notion that the bulk of anisotropy
is located close to the surface. However, our measurements prob-
ably represent ‘effective’ anisotropy (see section on Data Analy-
sis), so we do not stress this inference here. In the future we plan
to conduct a direct comparison of our S-wave birefringence mea-
surements with predictions from models based on mode-converted
waves.

Teleseismic SKS splitting investigated by Peyton et al. (2001)
indicates trench-parallel fast shear wave directions in the area un-
derlain by the Pacific Slab. Local S waves yield different fast po-
larizations along the eastern shore of Kamchatka (Fig. 7). There
is, however, a region in the interior where most splitting indicators
show fast direction approximately along the trench (Fig. 4). These
measurements are obtained from deepest slab earthquakes in Kam-
chatka, for which a sizeable fraction of the ray path could be within
the subducting plate. Peyton et al. (2001) examined a few weakly
split local S waves observed near the coast, and concluded that the
SKS signal must reflect the state of either the slab or the subslab man-
tle. Our new measurements would be consistent with the involve-
ment of the slab in some instances of local S birefringence. However,
a similar trench-parallel alignment in the anisotropy inferred from
receiver functions at some inland stations (Levin et al. 2002b) sug-
gests that this trench-parallel local S birefringence may originate
in the shallow mantle. Scenarios involving the trench-parallel flow
within the supraslab mantle wedge have been previously proposed
for the Tonga subduction zone by Smith et al. (2001) and for the
South Sandwich Arc by Leat et al. (2000). Evidence for such flow
in an exhumed arc is reported by Mehl et al. (2003).

Overall, our present findings and those from other studies char-
acterize the upper mantle and crust of southeastern Kamchatka as
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a region with complex distribution of anisotropic properties, with
lateral and depth variations of anisotropy on relatively short (tens of
kilometres) scales.

Our results provide further support for the conclusion by
Peyton et al. (2001) that trench-parallel flow takes place beneath
the Kamchatka Slab. Peyton et al. (2001) compared birefringence
in SKS phases (which they found to be very coherent in southeast-
ern Kamchatka) and that of a few direct S waves (which showed
considerable scatter). Our present study of a large set of direct S
waves confirms the diverse character of local S birefringence.

Our Kamchatka study identifies features similar to those found in
other studies in subduction environments, though there are con-
trasts. An early study of seismic anisotropy in Japan (Ando &
Ishikawa 1980; Ando et al. 1983) identified localized areas char-
acterized by seismic anisotropy, with fast polarization that varies
laterally and splitting delay values approaching 1 s. A later study
that used broad-band data (Fouch & Fischer 1996) also found lat-
eral variation in splitting values. The pattern of fast directions
reported by Fouch & Fischer (1996) for central Honshu appears
similar to the one we find in the southern part of Kamchatka:
the fast polarization is approximately aligned with the subduc-
tion direction for observations close to the trench, while further
from the trench the fast polarization rotates to nearly trench-parallel
orientation.

A study of Smith et al. (2001) in the Tonga subduction zone also
finds laterally variable fast polarization, and delays upwards of 1 s.
Of note is a reversal of the pattern of fast directions, relative to our
study: close to the trench. Smith et al. (2001) find trench-parallel
fast directions, while in the backarc region the predominant fast di-
rection is close to trench-normal. This difference could be related
to the nature of the overriding plate. In the case of Tonga the upper
plate is oceanic, and there is an active backarc extension region. The
Kamchatka Peninsula is continental in its seismic structure. How-
ever, there are other subduction zones with continental overriding
plates where birefringence in local S waves suggests a predomi-
nantly trench-parallel fast direction: the segment of the Aleutian
Arc studied by Yang et al. (1995), the North Island of New Zealand
(Audoine et al. 2000) and parts of Japan (Shimizu et al. 2003).
Also, Polet et al. (2000) report a reorientation of fast directions,
from trench-parallel close to the plate boundary to trench-normal
further away, beneath the central segment of the South American
subduction zone.

Given a multitude of potential contributing factors like the thick
crust (of the South American Altiplano), the oblique subduction
vector (in the Aleutians) and the complex morphology of subducted
plate (beneath Japan), a single global cause controlling the nature
of the fast-direction pattern probably does not exist. From the small
survey of reported localities, the Kamchatka/Honshu splitting pat-
tern appears less common, but this distinctiveness may change once
more convergent margins are explored in detail.

Evidence for corner flow in the wedge?

Simple slab-driven corner flow in a subduction zone should pro-
duce a trench-normal fast polarization. On the scale of the entire
Kamchatka subduction zone this is not observed (Figs 4 and 5).
Rather, we can identify specific regions (e.g. an area south of
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky), where corner flow would be consis-
tent with observations (Fig. 9). Given the diverse mechanisms in the
formation of the olivine LPO and shear wave birefringence observa-
tions, a broad-scale corner flow cannot be ruled out altogether. It is
possible that there is indeed a large region of the Kamchatka mantle

wedge where strained mantle rocks develop LPO with trench-normal
alignment of ‘fast’ axes in olivine crystals. However, to identify and
delimit such a region we need to resolve anisotropic properties in
depth as well as laterally. We conclude that corner flow cannot be
assumed to be the dominant mechanism of the mantle wedge dy-
namics. Rather, it has to be shown to exist, for example through
careful mapping of anisotropic indicators.

The corner-flow model implies steady-state subduction. However,
Park et al. (2002) and Levin et al. (2002a) argue for recent (<2 Ma)
catastrophic slab loss beneath the northern portion of the Kamchatka
Slab. Near the Aleutian Junction, the Kamchatka Slab lacks both
deep seismicity and the distinctive fast seismic wave speed that
indicates the presence of cool dense descending oceanic lithosphere.
This motivates the hypothesis for the loss of the slab edge via a
convective instability. Loss of the slab edge would be followed by
asthenospheric rebound. Quaternary volcanism in the interior of
central Kamchatka contains alkaline basalts, often associated with
a small-degree of partial melting of upwelling asthenosphere. The
Kamchatka Slab has a shallower dip near the Aleutian Junction (35◦

versus 55◦), which Park et al. (2002) argues is a transient response
to either the loss of a deep-slab load or to asthenospheric flow from
the Pacific to the Eurasian side of the plate boundary. Given these
observations and hypotheses, it is not surprising that simple corner
flow in the supraslab wedge fails to explain splitting data in the
northern part of our study area.

If the shallow dip of the northernmost Kamchatka slab is a re-
cent development, it would plausibly have induced a strong, but
variable, anisotropic fabric as the supraslab mantle flowed up and
away from the rising slab. The upward component of this mantle
flow may be responsible for the unusually vigorous magmatism of
the Klyuchevshoy volcanic centre, most of which is estimated to be
Quaternary and Holocene in age (Erlich & Gorshkov 1979). The
horizontal flow component may be responsible for the local S split-
ting, its strength as well as its complex geometry.

S U M M A RY

A combined data set from portable and permanent networks on
Kamchatka between 1996 and 2001 provides dense sampling of the
seismic anisotropy beneath the peninsula, and reveals lateral hetero-
geneity in shear wave splitting values. Splitting measurements vary
from non-resolvable (‘NULL’) to unambiguous delays of nearly
1.0 s, with the majority of resolved splitting delays falling between
0.2 and 0.6 s. Approximately one-third of the analysed local S waves
yield ‘NULL’ measurements.

Along the volcanic front, the southern part of the peninsula is
characterized by nearly trench-normal alignment of the fast shear
wave speed, while further towards the junction with the Aleutian
Arc the pattern of fast polarization is complex. Near the northern
edge of the subducting slab fast shear wave speed indicators rotate
to a nearly north–south orientation, but show spatial variation. In
the central part of the study area we find a region with very low, or
non-existent, birefringence. Speculatively, this lack of birefringence
may reflect a volume of supraslab mantle that lies between two de-
formation regimes, steady-state corner flow near Petropavlovsk and
a transient flow away from the rising edge of the Kamchatka Slab
beneath the Klyuchevskoy volcanic centre and the Aleutian Junc-
tion. Observations in the interior of the Kamchatka Peninsula gen-
erally display trench-parallel fast directions. This suggests that the
supraslab mantle flow induced by shear coupling to the descending
slab is limited in spatial extent, reaching no farther inland than the
volcanic arc.
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We do not observe systematic depth dependence of splitting time
delays, or of measurement quality, either in the cumulative data
set or in individual sets of observations at coastal stations. GSN
station PET exhibits lateral variation in splitting parameters that
appears related to the presence of an active volcanic centre to the
north of the station. Events to the south of PET suggest an area
of coherent anisotropy consistent with a 2-D corner flow in the
mantle wedge. Events to the north of PET, near the volcanic centre,
return inconsistent anisotropy indicators, as well as many NULL
measurements.
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A P P E N D I X

Formal errors of shear wave splitting values determined for individ-
ual observations are commonly evaluated by examining the shape of
the misfit surface on which the measurement occupies a minimum.
Interpreting the shape of the surface in terms of statistical uncer-
tainties is not straightforward, as it requires additional assumptions
about the error structure in the data. Levin et al. (1999) describe a
method for estimating formal errors for measurements performed
using a cross-correlation estimator. This technique appears to work
well for teleseismic SKS phases where the initial polarization of the
wave is known, and the period of the wave is typically much longer
then the value of the delay.

In this paper we deal with S waves of unknown initial polarization,
and with a period that is often comparable to the delay. Furthermore,
we are cognizant of the ‘effective’ nature of the measurements. We
note that the meaning of a formal error in the value of a single
fast direction is vague if the waveform has sampled two or more
anisotropic regions.

Most importantly, we found that formal errors determined for
individual measurements proved to be poor predictors of the other
metric that we used to rank our observations—that of a misfit be-
tween two distinct techniques for shear wave splitting estimation.
One expects that small formal errors correspond to data examples
where different splitting estimators agree well, and large formal er-
rors correspond to data where there is disagreement between meth-
ods. Unfortunately, these expectations are not sustained.

In Fig. A1 we document the fact that for the ‘BEST’ quality
observations the value of the formal error and the misfit between
techniques are very close. However, for observations we designated
‘FAIR’, and even more dramatically for those designated ‘NULL’,
we see a large discrepancy between relatively small formal errors and
the large values of misfit. Thus good agreement between splitting
estimators usually implies small formal errors, but the converse is
not true.

Given the above considerations we believe that misfits of the two
techniques are a much better indicator of the quality of a particular
measurement.
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Figure A1. Histograms comparing values of formal errors and misfits between two splitting estimators for three classes of data (BEST, FAIR and NULL).
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